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1 A%hMEMORANDUM FOR: Commissioner Asselstine

9
FROM: Victor Stello, Jr.

kActing Executive Director
'ffor Operations

SUBJECT: STONE AND WEBSTER ENGINEERING ASSURANCE PROGRAM '1
@< (62J

During the staff's pericdic Commission briefing on NTOLs on December 10, 1985,
Commissioner Asselstine requested information regarding the Stone and Webster f [[\
(SWEC) Engineering Assurance Program (EAP). In particular, Commissioner f.Asselstine requested, through Staff Requirement Memorandum dated December 19,

the Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP) and Integrated Design Inspec- b ' I[
1985, information concerning: (1) what the differences are between the EAP,

Jtions (IDI); and (2) why the EAP may be more useful than an IDI or IDVP. ,

5
In response to the first question, the principal differences between the EAP and hthe IDI or IDVP are the timing of the reviews and who performs the reviews. The ' ,g\p
EAP review is self-directed either by the applicant or the original design organ- i

hWization. In the latter case, this review is performed by personnel employed by

(@j,hgthe original design organization, but who are independent from the particular
project being reviewed. The IDVP is very similar in scope to the EAP review

/

and design processes of the architect / engineer that designed their facility.except that the applicant retains an independent organization to review the design g

In contrast to the EAP and IDVP, the IDI is a direct inspection of the design and
design process performed by the IE staff with consultant assistance. This
necessarily is a very labor-intensive effort for the staff both in performing

,

the actual inspection, which generally lasts for five weeks, writing of the
inspection report, and follow-up of corrective action. The typical IDI team
consists of 12 to 15 engineers and requires their nearly tull-time efforts for
some three months. The final results and conclusions of an IDI are contained inan inspection report.

The staff effort expended.in the review of an EAP or IDVP is about the same and
is significantly less than the effort expended by the staff in performing anIDI. The staff review effort for an EAP or IDVP consists of approximately threeweeks of direct inspectior:. For the IDVP, this time is divided between inspec-
tions at the offices of the independent reviewer, the site, and the originaldesign organization. For an EAP, all reviews are done at the offices of the
original design organization or the site. The final results and conclusions
coming from the staff's review of an IDVP or EAP are summarized in a Safety
Evaluation Report which is prepared by IE for NRR. /Nk f'-
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The other significant difference between the IDVPs.and EAPs is that the EAP may
.br a continuing review, typically conducted in a number of segments beginning '

early in the design process, while the IDVP review is a one time look at
the:3dequacy of the design and design process in the final stages of design.
Since the EAP may be started some two years prior to completion of the design,
there is a greater likelihood of detecting deficiencies in the design or design
process at a stage where corrections can be made with less impact on schedules.
This, obviously, is cost beneficial to the applicant and generally produces a
better overall design.

The IE staff has been able to draw useful conclusions and offer credible
evaluations of the adequacy of applicants' designs and design process using any
of the three methodologies.

To date, EAPs have mostly been performed at plants where Stone and Webster
(SWEC) is the original design organization. The SWEC EAP reviews are performed
by "in-house" personnel who have not been directly associated with the project
being reviewed. They are senior technical peopl'e who have a sound understar. ding
of how the SWEC design process should function. The "in-house" review concept '

may potentially lack the objectivity and independence that would be inherent
in a third party prepared IDVP. However, the staff reviews of an EAP are
capable of detecting a lack of objectivity on the part of the EAP reviewers,
should it occur.

Because of its ongoing review nature, both Georgia Power Co. and WPPSS elected
to use the EAP methodology in the pilot Readiness Review Programs at Vogtle
and WNP-3, respectively. These programs are still in progress and being reviewed
by the IE staff. The enclosed table summarizes the current status of staff
design reviews being managed by IE. Effective January 1, 1984 the design
review program was transferred to IE from NRR.
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. DESIGN REVIEW STATUS,
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EAPPlant A/E IOVP Contractor IDI RR Contractor

S. TEXAS BECHTEL
SWEC

MILLSTONE 3 SWEC
SWEC

NMP-2 SWEC
SWEC

V0GTLE BECHTEL SWEC

WNP-3 EBASCO WPPSS

LIMERICK BECHTEL TORREY PINES
TECHNOLOGY

HOPE CREEK BECHTEL SARGENT & LUNDY

CLINTON SARGENT BECHTEL
& LUNDY

CALLAWAY BECHTEL X

BYRON-1 SARGENT X
& LUNDY

SEABROOK UEC X

SHEARON HARRIS EBASCO X

PERRY GILBERT
COMMONWEALTH X

RIVERBEND SWEC X
\
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DISTRIBUTION
*

JRoe*

! DCS106 JSniezek
QAB Reading File TARehm
DQAVT Reading File EDO r/fVStello, EDO GCunningham

3 JMTaylor, IE HDentonRHVollmer, IE
BKGrimes, IE
GTAnkrum
JLMilhoan
EVImbro
CDeLiso (85-599)
MKing (85-599)

*See previous concurrence '' /' (\i
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